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Chennai: A Miyawaki forest and landscaped area along
Buckingham Canal from Kasturba Nagar to Thiruvanmiyur are in
bad shape. More than 500 saplings were planted in 10,000sqm in
2022. But now some trees have been uprooted, many have
withered, and heaps of garbage are dumped on the walkway
meant for the public. Alcohol bottles, food waste, and cloth waste
dominate the overflowing bins abandoned inside the ‘forest’.

A landscaped area has been destroyed with construction debris
dumped everywhere. The trees that remain need watering.

Greater Chennai Corporation had roped in private companies and
NGOs to create the Miyawaki forest using corporate social

responsibility (CSR) funds. Chennaiyil Vanam, an NGO, and Tamil Matrimony, are among the organisations that
contributed.

Hafiz Khan of Communitree, the agency that executed this project, said the trees need watering for the first three
years, and they audit them every three months. “Some trees may have been uprooted for maintenance. We have
been watering them too,” he said. They had planted saplings of badam, mango, guava and some canopy trees. “It
costs about 199 to plant a tree and maintain it. We will check the trees,” he said.

GCC commissioner J Radhakrishnan said the corporation is supposed to supervise the maintenance, and he
would check with the parks department. “The place will be cleaned up. I will check with the parks department on
the maintenance contractors for the firms or whether we directly have to maintain it,” he said.
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Radhakrishnan said the Miyawaki forest had become a spot for debris dumping illegally, and they had caught
offenders twice. As the compound walls around of the forest are low, people find it easy to dump debris inside.

D Balaji of the Kasturba Nagar Residents Welfare Association said the landscaped area too is a mess due to
constant sewage outflow into Buckingham Canal. “The encroachers living along the canal let out sewage daily,
causing a stench,” he said.

We also published the following articles recently

Clarify if prior nod was needed to cut trees for Wanowrie eco-tourism park: NGT to forest departmentNGT Pune
bench seeks clarification on tree felling for Wanowrie eco-park. TOI report triggers show-cause notice to absent
Pune collector. No response from PCCF to original application by Chhetija. April 26 hearing set.109581309
BMC prunes 22,334 tree branches, appeal to citizens to move vehicles parked along roadsidesBMC pruned 22,334
large branches, issued notices to 4,909 establishments for trimming. Efforts hindered by parked cars, appeal to
move vehicles. 29.75 lakh trees in BMC, 433 dead trees identified, 386 removed.109509918
PM Modi's 'redistribution of wealth' attack: What Manmohan Singh had said in 2006PM Modi accuses Congress
of planning wealth redistribution to Muslims based on Manmohan Singh's statement. Congress refutes claims,
focusing on comprehensive socio-economic caste census in their manifesto to address wealth inequality and
affirmative action.109529544


